Add a shooting star.

An alluring arc of sparkling light
trail reminiscent of mystical night
skies.

Add constellations.

TWILIGHT STAR
PANEL SYSTEM:

Just add a small dipper, big
dipper, Orion or any other
constellation to your STAR
PANEL SYSTEM.

By bringing the outdoor indoors,
you make your home theater an
epic experience.
Have you ever looked up at the starry night sky
and been mesmerized by its beauty? That
awe-inspiring moment when everything goes quiet
and it’s only you and the speckled night sky
gazing at one another. It produces an
indescribable feeling. A sort of freeing effect
where time stands still. You’re immersed in the
allure of the starry nighttime sky. We have
captured the essence of this transcendental
experience with our Star Panels.

Add aurora borealis.
Life doesn't get more special
than having your very own
Northern lights.

Add Twilight’s
planets.

It gives a whole new meaning to
star gazing.

Own your TWILIGHT STAR PANEL SYSTEM. Please contact Summer
Monaco at TWILIGHT STAR PANELS or call: 1 800 507 5714 and
order today.

TWILIGHT STAR PANEL SYSTEM

The TWILIGHT’S STAR PANEL SYSTEM with special
effects interprets the breathtaking experience of getting
lost in the panel's beauty that seems almost too perfect to
put into words. There's the recurring visual pattern of
scattered dots of light—when they appear in the form of
distant stars, constellations, and Northern lights—that is
both calming and enchanting. It is simply as “Silence.
Awe. Beauty. Peace of mind."

Add a shooting star.

Maybe it's the allure of the arc of a sparkling light trail, that brings
about feelings to inspire a conscience of happiness and well being.
Either way, these special effect lights connect us when all things
come together creating a magical sky indoors!

Add meteor shower.

Most meteor showers are spawned by comets. As a comet orbits the
Sun it sheds an icy, dusty debris stream along its orbit.
The uncertainty is part of its appearance is the allure.
If you are ever going to install a meteor shower in your TWILIGHT
STAR PANEL SYSTEM, this is the one time in your life to do it.

Add constellations.

Star gazing is a world you can enjoy with your loved ones indoors at
anytime , in the comfort of your home. Locate famous stars constellations
on your own TWILIGHT STAR PANEL. Just add a small dipper, big dipper,
Orion or any other constellation to your TWILIGHT STAR PANEL SYSTEM.

Add aurora borealis.

Imagine iridescent curtains of colour dancing across the night sky. The
northern lights are one of the most surreal natural phenomena on earth.
Life doesn't get more special than having your very own Northern lights in
a home theater setting.

Own your TWILIGHT FX STAR PANELS. Please contact Summer Monaco at
TWILIGHT STAR PANELS or call: 1 800 507 5714 and order today.

TWILIGHT

ENDLESS ENJOYMENT.

One of the most favorite things is to drive out away from the city, find a clearing of some sort,
spread a blanket out and sit or lay watching the night skies. Enjoy the quiet darkness,
absorbing all the mystery and wonder becoming filled with a sense of newness. The full
moon always seems to energize, causing emotions to intensify.
The power of the moon draws out feelings to inspire a conscience of happiness and well
being. Connect a magical sky indoor by adding an TWILIGHT MOON!
Simple to install and easily integrated with your home automation system, The TWILIGHT
MOON is the greatest experience for your hometheater or children’s bedroom.

ADD AN EPIC MOON PHASES ON YOUR EPIC STAR PANEL SYSTEM TODAY.
• Shows phases of the moon • controlled via RS232 controller, TWILIGHT Touch controller or 3rd party controller
• Installed on Star panel

ALSO
AVAILABLE
MARS OR
EARTH
Please contact Summer Monaco at TWILIGHT STAR
or call: 1 800 507 5714 and order today.

SOUND EFFECTS FOR THE EPIC”S TWILIGHT STAR PANEL SYSTEM

MELODY
Much more than you would expect.
Imagine ambient sounds of nature featuring summer nights, shooting star,tropical rain,
ocean surf, and summer breeze triggered with your STAR PANEL SYSTEM at your
command in the comfort of your home. Calming and relaxing sounds which have been
chosen for their ability to induce relaxation which nourishes and rejuvenates our
health,mind and soul. A plethora of sounds including nature sounds like chirping crickets,
waterfall, wind, thunderstorm, river, beach etc. which provide a hypnotic environment to
relax. All of these sounds provide a sensation of relaxing and tension free atmosphere and
can also remind us of some calm vacation which tranquilizes our mind and spirit.
The TWILIGHT MELODY is a state of the art module that can trigger sound effects that
synchronizes with the pre-programmed thunder, lightning and rain effects, etc.
The TWILIGHT MELODY can either perform in standalone mode, or with a RS232 protocol
which can be controlled by a third party control system or by the TWILIGHT's, wall control,
touch pad to produce sound effects on demand.

Featuring

1. RS-232 controlled playback of select music tracks
2. RGB output for accent lighting
3. A ‘Lightening Channel” for thunderstorm effects
4. 1/8 ” Stereo Connector line level output (industry standard connection)
5. Speaker level output for driving small speakers
6. Standard MicroSD card file storage
7. Serial feedback
8. Fully controllable with any automation system

Own your TWILIGHT MELODY STAR PANEL. Please contact Summer
Monaco at TWILIGHT STAR PANELS or call: 1 800 507 5714 and
order today.

TWILIGHT’S

Add to your epic theatrical experience.
We are lucky enough to live in a time where we have a choice when it comes to the way we consume
entertainment. You can always go old school and buy a ticket to see a film in the theater on opening night, but as
advanced home-theater technology becomes increasingly available and affordable, it's become an alternative for
many cinephiles to stay home and wait until their favorite films come out in high definition.
There's nothing quite like experiencing a movie when your color changing lights are insync with the gendre film you
are watching. Whether it’s a sci-fi adventure unspool on screen, or laughing along with the latest comedy -whether they're screaming at a horror film or sobbing with a drama -- there's never a moment when a viewer can
feel quite as connected to a film than when surrounded by synchronized Color changing lights in their home
theater.
The TWILIGHT SYMPHONY is an music interface that analyzes a variety of frequencies and controls LED
channels accordingly. The symphony is completely controllable via RS232.

FEATURES:

• o programming is re uired
• Standalone unit or controlled ia rs232 serial commands
• 2 kind of music inputs, line le el in and detachable microphone
• Close contact control for on and off operation
• Can be used with most industry RG LED controllers constant current or constant oltage LEDs
• Channel controller RG W
• Pre-addressed for different mo ie genre - horror, action, comedy and or concert shows, etc.
• Pre-addresses for a ariety of music - classical, rock , pop, theatrical etc.
• Musical light show in your commercial or residential establishment
• Our solutions make it possible to increase the sustainability of soothing en ironments.
• Easily transform a space, and creates your own ambience mood with a customi ed and simplified music
interface. Medical purposes Stress and anxiety often are high for patients isiting a medical center and this can
inhibit patient recovery time. If patients can customize their environment, it gives them additional control of their
personal space. This, in turn, can ha e a positi e effect on reco ery time and uality.

Own your TWILIGHT STAR PANEL SYSTEM.
Please contact Summer Monaco at TWILIGHT STAR CEILING or
call: 1 800 507 5714 and order today.

TOUCH
CONTROL THE GALAXY WITH
A TOUCH OF A FINGER.

The key to controlling the universe is just finger tap away. Execute moon phases
with ease. Inspire and swoon your guests with a dance of color resembling the
Northern lights. Trigger shooting stars and meteor showers at will.
Replicate mother nature’s magical moments again and again. Nature’s sound
effects at your fingertips.
All of the built in software and application in the TWILIGHT TOUCH were
engineered and designed with you in-mind. Take advantage of endless lighting
possibilities in your own personal home theater. Control your entire home
theater’s ambiancethat you cannot do with any other controller.

FEATURES:

• Pre-programmed, does not need software setup
• One single CAT5 simple installation*
• Simple ambient light control
• Mounts to a single gang electrical box
• Full control for you star panels and full control of your Pulsar Melody
• Easy to use touch interface
• Automatic screen brightness control
• RS-232 input and output
• Full compatibility with all epic sky tech products
* With TWILIGHT ADAPTER.
ADD THE TWILIGHT TOUCH SERIAL WALL MOUNTED
CONTROLLER WHICH SYNCHRONIZES AND CONTROL ALL
YOUR LED LIGHTING AND ENTERTAINMENT VALUE ON YOUR
TWILIGHT STAR PANEL SYSTEM TODAY.

Own your TWILIGHT TOUCH controller. Please contact Summer Monaco at
TWILIGHT STAR PANELS or call: 1 800 507 5714 and order today.

TWILIGHT WIFI LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM

feel. touch. control.
The TWILIGHT™ Wifi Lighting System is a family of products designed to
connect almost any LED lighting to a network in a matter of minutes.
Includes a choice of wireless WiFi or wired TCP/IP, serial RS232 controller
and the TWILIGHT™ Symphony music and sound module. The innovative
design of the TWILIGHT™ ™ WiFi Lighting Control System allows for easy
and flexible integration into any network control solution. The TWILIGHT™
WiFi Lighting Control System is a simple wired (EP-WLS-ETH) or wireless
(EP-WLS-WIFI) conduit between you and your device over a network. This
is instant network-enabling at its best, delivering the power of choice at a
cost-effective price.
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Own your WiFi Lighting Control System for your
TWILIGHT STAR PANEL SYSTEM. Please
contact Summer Monaco at TWILIGHT SKY
TECHNOLOGY or call: 1 800 507 5714 and
order today.

